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Higgs as a probe of  
electroweak baryogenesis



• Overview of Electroweak Baryogenesis (EWBG)


• Current status


• 1st-order EWPT and its consequences for Higgs physics


• EWBG-related CP violation


• Summary and Outlook
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Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)
Our Universe is baryon-asymmetric.

(1) Baryon number violation

(2) C and CP violation

(3) Out of equilibrium

Sakharov’s conditions

❒ after inflation (scale is model dependent)

❒ before Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (T≃O(1) MeV)

[Sakharov, JETP Lett. 5 (1967) 24]

⌘BBN =
nB

n�
= (5.8� 6.5)⇥ 10�10,

⌘CMB =
nB

n�
= (6.105� 0.055)⇥ 10�10.
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✤ B violation: anomalous (sphaleron) process 


✤ C violation: chiral gauge interaction


✤ CP violation: CKM matrix and/or other sources in beyond the SM


✤ Out of equilibrium: 1st-order EW phase transition (EWPT) with 
expanding bubble walls

[Kuzmin, Rubakov, Shaposhnikov, PLB155,36 (‘85) ]Sakharov’s conditions

BAU can arise by the growing bubbles.

EW baryogenesis (EWBG)

(LH fermions)

bubble 

expansion
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broken 
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nB = 0 ! nB 6= 0 (sphaleron proecess)
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(2)

changed by sphaleron. twall <   tsph  

nB = nL
B + nR

B ! nB 6= 0
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baryogengesis!!

EWBG mechanism

1st-order EWPT

To satisfy ΓB<H, EWPT has to be 1st order,

 vC/TC≿1
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How do we test this scenario?
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves

In SM
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves

vC/TC≿1 is not satisfied for mh=125 GeV.
In SM
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves

vC/TC≿1 is not satisfied for mh=125 GeV. -> Multi-Higgs
In SM
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves

vC/TC≿1 is not satisfied for mh=125 GeV. -> Multi-Higgs
CPV in CKM is not sufficient.

In SM
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-> cannot redo EWPT in lab. exp.

So, test Sakharov’criteria instead.

How do we test this scenario?

probe by CPV physics
EDMs, h→ ff, b → sγ, etc.

Higgs couplings/spectrum, etc
probe by collider physics

vC/TC≿1 

probe by gravitational waves

vC/TC≿1 is not satisfied for mh=125 GeV. -> Multi-Higgs
CPV in CKM is not sufficient. -> new Yukawa, Higgs-self couplings

In SM



BSM models

- Minimal Supersymmetric SM (MSSM)

SUSY models

-> viable window is closed. ∵ light stop scenario is 

inconsistent with LHC data

[D. Curtin, P. Jaiswall, P. Meade., JHEP08(2012)005; T. Cohen, D. E. Morrissey, A. Pierce, PRD86, 013009 (2012); 

K. Krizka, A. Kumar, D. E. Morrissey, PRD87, 095016 (2013)]

not satisfied

strong 1st-order EWPT

light stop (< top mass)

CPV

chariginos, neutralinos

- Extensions of MSSM
Next-to-MSSM (NMSSM), nearly-MSSM (nMSSM), U(1)’-MSSM, etc

Non-SUSY models
SM + additional scalars/fermions
2 Higgs doublet model, SM + singlet scalar/fermions, etc.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 4 | Negative log-likelihood contours corresponding to 68% and 95% CL 
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standard model (SM)$prediction is 14%. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 
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(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
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LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
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LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
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of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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However, h->2γ, the hhh coupling = Non SM-like.

Another PT can exist prior to EWPT -> 2-step PT 

*confirmed by lattice calculation, L.Niemi et al, 2005.11332 (PRL)
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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(2) New scalars w/o VEVs = “inert scalars”.
E.g. SM + inert n-plet (n=1,2,3,…)

- No mass mixing with h(125). 
-> Higgs-gauge/fermion couplings = SM-like

However, h->2γ, the hhh coupling = Non SM-like.

Another PT can exist prior to EWPT -> 2-step PT 

*confirmed by lattice calculation, L.Niemi et al, 2005.11332 (PRL)
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as !FmF/vev for fermions (F!= t,!b,!%,!µ) and 

! m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with !c!=!!t (coloured circle markers), or !c left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM)$structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p!values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run!2.
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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(2) New scalars w/o VEVs = “inert scalars”.
E.g. SM + inert n-plet (n=1,2,3,…)

- No mass mixing with h(125). 
-> Higgs-gauge/fermion couplings = SM-like

However, h->2γ, the hhh coupling = Non SM-like.
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dependent
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*confirmed by lattice calculation, L.Niemi et al, 2005.11332 (PRL)
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the !!framework53 with a set of parameters ! that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers !. A coupling strength 
modifier !p for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as ! " "= /p p p

2 SM or ! # #= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where #p is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where !c is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers !g, !$ and !Z$, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg!"!ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
!V!=!!W!=!!Z, and a second, !F, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of !V!=!!F!=!1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of !V and !F would be 

less than!1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H!"!$$ and H!"!Z$ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv.!=!Bu.!=!0. As only the relative sign between !V and !F is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, !V!#!0 and !F!#!0 are assumed. Figure$4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (!V,!!F) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are !V!= 1.035!±!0.031 and !F!= 0.95!±!0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, % and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers ! g ! m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
!FgF!=!!FmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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cross-sections, are: production in association with a vector boson or 
‘Higgsstrahlung’ (VH) depicted in Fig.!1c, and production in association 
with top (tH and ttH) or bottom (bbH) quarks, depicted in Fig.!1d–f. 
The bbH mode has not been studied in the context of the SM Higgs 
boson because of limited sensitivity.

Events are categorized according to the signatures particular to each 
production mechanism. For example, they are categorized as 
VBF-produced if there are two high transverse momentum (pT) jets, or 
as VH-produced if there are additional charged leptons (!) and/or pT

miss, 
or ttH- and tH-produced if there are jets identified as coming from b 
quarks, or otherwise ggH-produced. (The top quark predominantly 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark jet).

Decays
In the SM, particle masses arise from spontaneous breaking of the gauge 
symmetry, through gauge couplings to the Higgs field in the case of 
vector bosons, and Yukawa couplings in the case of fermions. The SM 
Higgs boson couples to vector bosons, with an amplitude proportional 
to the gauge boson mass squared mV

2, and to fermions with an amplitude 
proportional to the fermion mass mf. Hence, for example, the coupling 
is stronger for the third generation of quarks and leptons than for those 
in the second generation. The observation of many Higgs boson decays 
to SM particles and the measurement of their branching fractions are 
a crucial test of the validity of the theory. Any sizeable deviation from 
the predictions could indicate the presence of BSM physics.

The Higgs boson, once produced, rapidly decays into a pair of  
fermions or a pair of bosons. In the SM, its lifetime is ! " 1.6 # 10 sH

$22 , 
and its inverse, the natural width, is " # != / = 4.14 ± 0.02 MeVH  (ref. 39), 
where # is the reduced!Planck's constant. The natural width is the sum 
of all the partial widths, and the ratios of the partial widths to the total 
width are called branching fractions and represent the probabilities 
for that decay channel to occur. The Higgs boson does not couple 
directly to massless particles (for example, the gluon or the photon), 
but can do so through quantum loops (for example, Fig.!1a,i,j).

By design, the event selections do not overlap among analyses target-
ing different final states. Where the final states are similar, the overlap 
has been checked and found to be negligible.

Detailed information on the analyses included in the new combina-
tion along with improvements, and the online and offline criteria used to 
select events for the analyses can be found in Methods, Extended Data 
Tables!2 and 3, and the associated references. Online reconstruction is 
performed in real time as the data are being collected. Offline recon-
struction is performed later on stored data. The background-subtracted 
distributions of the invariant mass of final-state particles in the indi-
vidual decay channels are shown in Extended Data Figs.!3 and 4. The 
channels that are used in this combination are as follows.

Bosonic decay channels: H%&%'' (Fig.!1i, j)42; H%&%ZZ%&%4! (Fig.!1g)43; 
H%&%WW%&%!(!v (Fig.!1g)44, H%&%Z' (Fig.!1i, j)45; fermionic decay channels: 
H%&%)), third-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)46, H%&%bb, third-generation 
fermion (Fig.!1h)47–51, H%&%µµ, second-generation fermion (Fig.!1h)52;  
ttH and tH with multileptons (Fig.!1d–f)53; Higgs boson decays beyond 
the SM35.

Higgs boson pair production
The measurement of the pair production of Higgs bosons can probe its 
self-interaction $. The pair production modes are shown in Fig.!1k–o.

In the ggH mode, there are two leading contributions: in the first 
(Fig.!1l), two Higgs bosons emerge from a top or bottom quark loop; 
in the second (Fig.!1k), a single virtual Higgs boson, H*, emerges from 
the top or bottom quark loop and then decays to two Higgs bosons 
(gg & H* & HH).  Explicit establishment of the latter contribution, a 
direct manifestation of the Higgs boson’s self-interaction, would elu-
cidate the strikingly unusual potential of the BEH field.

In the VBF mode, there are three subprocesses that can lead to pro-
duction of a pair of Higgs bosons: (1) through a virtual Higgs boson 
(Fig.!1m); (2) through a four-point interaction: VV%&%HH (Fig.!1n); and 
(3) through the exchange of a vector boson (Fig.!1o).
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Fig. 3 | A portrait of the Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector 
bosons. Left: constraints on the Higgs boson coupling modifiers to fermions 
(%f) and heavy gauge bosons (%V), in different datasets: discovery (red), the full 
LHC Run%1 (blue) and the data presented here (black). The SM prediction 
corresponds to %V%=%%f%=%1 (diamond marker). Right: the measured coupling 
modifiers of the Higgs boson to fermions and heavy gauge bosons, as functions 

of fermion or gauge boson mass, where & is the vacuum expectation value of 
the BEH field (‘Notes on self-interaction strength’ in Methods). For gauge 
bosons, the square root of the coupling modifier is plotted, to keep a linear 
proportionality to the mass, as predicted in the SM. The P value with respect to 
the SM prediction for the right plot is 37.5%.
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Precision measurements are 

necessary to access “min”.

(2) New scalars w/o VEVs = “inert scalars”.
E.g. SM + inert n-plet (n=1,2,3,…)

- No mass mixing with h(125). 
-> Higgs-gauge/fermion couplings = SM-like

However, h->2γ, the hhh coupling = Non SM-like.

model 

dependent

Another PT can exist prior to EWPT -> 2-step PT 

*confirmed by lattice calculation, L.Niemi et al, 2005.11332 (PRL)

Feature

LHC indicates

Higgs sector = SM-like

What is SM-like Higgs sector 
compatible with EWBG?

SM-like ≠ SM

�ghhh
gSMhhh
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Pheno. consequences of vC/TC≿1
~ alignment limit in 2HDM: hVV, hff=SM-like ~

h -> 2 gammas
[I.Ginzburg, M.Krawczyk, P.Osland, 

hep-ph/0211371]

hhh coupling
[S.Kanemura, Y.Okada, E.S., 

PLB606 (2005) 361]

Extra Higgs masses

1st-order EWPT vC/TC≿1 vC/TC<1
non-decouplingloop properties decoupling
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hhh

' 1
<latexit sha1_base64="1Kx7dnheiGkwQTruWHt8XntJo+M=">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</latexit>

Internal structure is essential!



Pheno. consequences of vC/TC≿1
~ alignment limit in 2HDM: hVV, hff=SM-like ~

h -> 2 gammas
[I.Ginzburg, M.Krawczyk, P.Osland, 

hep-ph/0211371]

hhh coupling
[S.Kanemura, Y.Okada, E.S., 

PLB606 (2005) 361]

Extra Higgs masses

1st-order EWPT vC/TC≿1 vC/TC<1
non-decouplingloop properties decoupling

µ�� ' 1
<latexit sha1_base64="/Qjea2xWkWZtmvgwSNw0DMdB3Lc=">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</latexit>

0.9 . µ�� < 1
<latexit sha1_base64="OzYK553DMErPyBk/Z51IonP6n50=">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</latexit>

A ! ZH, H ! ZA, H ! hh
<latexit sha1_base64="y28NpzGXs2eCHNLmdACIZvTlCRQ=">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</latexit>

G.C.Dorsch et al, 1405.4437 (PRL); Basler et al 1612.04086 (JHEP);
J. Bernon et al, 1712.08430 (JHEP), etc

m2
�=H,A,H± = M2 + �h��v

2, M2 = m2
3/(sin� cos�)

<latexit sha1_base64="rR/yeeAD/WNprueXxpTfFYMU5a8=">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</latexit>

*3 degenerate scalars (H, A, H+) could also be consistent with vC/TC>1.

M2 ⌧ �h��v
2

<latexit sha1_base64="U7WY8EnY7zF5NT1i/zULqMqw4tA=">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</latexit>

M2 & �h��v
2

<latexit sha1_base64="cDdYnCuADGNmdVFyPMrDPCM67+I=">AAAGCnicnVRNb9MwGPbGCqN8bXDkEtFM4rKs6RBwHJsQHJg0PvYhLV3lOG9bq44d2U7XLjJHTvwUTkggIa78Am78G5y0FW1aQJolR69fP8/zvnlsOUwYVbpe/7W0fGWlcvXa6vXqjZu3bt9ZW797pEQqCRwSwYQ8CbECRjkcaqoZnCQScBwyOA57e/n+cR+kooK/08MEmjHucNqmBGubaq05+2eNoKMtIA6YpUW4lXWDpEvzafpnjdZare7Vi+HMB/44qKHxOGitr/wMIkHSGLgmDCt16tcT3cyw1JQwMNUgVZBg0sMdOLUhxzGoZlb8inE2bCZy2kLaybVTZKcZGY6VGsahRcZYd1V5L08u2jtNdftpM6M8STVwMirUTpmjhZP74kRUAtFsaANMJLW9OqSLJSbaulcNOJwTEceYR1kQAjGnfjML4lAM7FKwKK+XuVnNN64xZhY+FFqDybxAYqrAh0HQzXme8UpAji+sGxKbbB46lylxNWWjnmwQQd5ICdDv43HXDPMOKyBWNA/LyAlwl3amwflyIeFoQghpZ4ZRrBdSoN02E/+UtTvRil6Ak6dNdSOQMA1mOLT3W0NMTeYG9nxiwSOVUu0ax3Fmha3Y9Nn80S4sKXUhk/xSYmZbUdreEwnMJmmnq7GU4nxyDrnSpr3yMMjrjznz58wWqTFoX0os/JvYpdsjSZ+KBaZnewcm6IHkmw3vMQzc4NWzNy+eB+q8KOKWZSLF8gs6LjMi+t42DJyt9yVor4D2/olJRnJFU27S8t1JK/Z33K256kkJ3/gPPgyxnLZwc5Fp+2/nzOKCm+KbxiFIU7WvoF9+8+aDo4bnb3v1149qO7vj93AV3UcP0EPkoydoB71EB+gQEfQBfUJf0NfKx8rnyrfK9xF0eWnMuYdmRuXHbx8bKbs=</latexit>

� =
�hhh

�SM
hhh

& 1.1
<latexit sha1_base64="QBQh2q/5bIpmTuELU1kEgHAAZxo=">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</latexit>

� =
�hhh

�SM
hhh

' 1
<latexit sha1_base64="1Kx7dnheiGkwQTruWHt8XntJo+M=">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</latexit>

2207.00348
2103.06956µ�� =

⇢
1.04+0.10

�0.09 ATLAS
1.12± 0.09 CMS

<latexit sha1_base64="JVwcv+c7wunr1u5x4zQenijKnAA=">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</latexit>

Internal structure is essential!



Pheno. consequences of vC/TC≿1
~ alignment limit in 2HDM: hVV, hff=SM-like ~

h -> 2 gammas
[I.Ginzburg, M.Krawczyk, P.Osland, 

hep-ph/0211371]

hhh coupling
[S.Kanemura, Y.Okada, E.S., 

PLB606 (2005) 361]

Extra Higgs masses

1st-order EWPT vC/TC≿1 vC/TC<1
non-decouplingloop properties decoupling

µ�� ' 1
<latexit sha1_base64="/Qjea2xWkWZtmvgwSNw0DMdB3Lc=">AAAGBHicnVRdb9MwFPXGCqN8bIM3eIloJvGyrNkQ8Dg2IXgAaXzsQ2qqynFuW6u2E2ynaxcZ8cRP4QkJJMQrP4I3/g1O2oo2LSDNUqLr63POvT62HCaMKl2v/1pavrRSuXxl9Wr12vUbN9fWN24dqziVBI5IzGJ5GmIFjAo40lQzOE0kYB4yOAl7B/n6SR+korF4q4cJNDnuCNqmBGubaq3fCXjayoIO5hyP/iZQlMM7x2+t1+pevRjOfOCPgxoaj8PWxsrPIIpJykFowrBSDb+e6GaGpaaEgakGqYIEkx7uQMOGAnNQzazYhHE2bSZy2rG0n9BOkZ1mZJgrNeShRXKsu6q8licXrTVS3X7czKhIUg2CjAq1U+bo2MkdcSIqgWg2tAEmktpeHdLFEhNtfasGAs5IbH0RURaEQEzDb2YBD+OBncYsyutlblbzjWuMmYUPY63BZF4gMVXgwyDo5jzPeCWgwOfWDYlNNg+dy5S4mrJRTzaIIG+kBOj38bhrhkWHFRArmodl5AS4TzvT4Hy6kHA8IYS0M8Mo5gsp0G6biX/K2p1oRc/BydOmuhlImAYzHNqbrYFTk7mBPR8ei0ilVLvGcZxZYSs2fTZ/tAtLSl3IJL+UmNlWlLb3RAKzSdrpaixlfDY5h1xpy155GOT1x5z5c2aL1Bi0LyQW/k3swu2RpE/jBaZnB4cm6IEUWzveQxi4wYsnr589DdRZUcQty0SK5Rd0XGZE9L1dGDjb70vQXgHt/ROTjOSKptyk5buTVux23O256kkJv/MffBhiOW3h1iLTXr6ZM0vEwhT/lIcgTdW+gn75zZsPjnc8f9erv3pQ29sfv4er6C66h+4jHz1Ce+g5OkRHiKAP6BP6gr5WPlY+V75Vvo+gy0tjzm00Myo/fgOMcycT</latexit>

0.9 . µ�� < 1
<latexit sha1_base64="OzYK553DMErPyBk/Z51IonP6n50=">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</latexit>

A ! ZH, H ! ZA, H ! hh
<latexit sha1_base64="y28NpzGXs2eCHNLmdACIZvTlCRQ=">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</latexit>

G.C.Dorsch et al, 1405.4437 (PRL); Basler et al 1612.04086 (JHEP);
J. Bernon et al, 1712.08430 (JHEP), etc

m2
�=H,A,H± = M2 + �h��v

2, M2 = m2
3/(sin� cos�)

<latexit sha1_base64="rR/yeeAD/WNprueXxpTfFYMU5a8=">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</latexit>

*3 degenerate scalars (H, A, H+) could also be consistent with vC/TC>1.

M2 ⌧ �h��v
2

<latexit sha1_base64="U7WY8EnY7zF5NT1i/zULqMqw4tA=">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</latexit>

M2 & �h��v
2

<latexit sha1_base64="cDdYnCuADGNmdVFyPMrDPCM67+I=">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</latexit>

2211.01216
2207.00043� 2

⇢
(�0.4, 6.3) ATLAS
(�1.24, 6.49) CMS

<latexit sha1_base64="1ghuaFOPhmXFsAyVUVLLe6/K/7U=">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</latexit>

� =
�hhh

�SM
hhh

& 1.1
<latexit sha1_base64="QBQh2q/5bIpmTuELU1kEgHAAZxo=">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</latexit>

� =
�hhh

�SM
hhh

' 1
<latexit sha1_base64="1Kx7dnheiGkwQTruWHt8XntJo+M=">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</latexit>

2207.00348
2103.06956µ�� =

⇢
1.04+0.10

�0.09 ATLAS
1.12± 0.09 CMS

<latexit sha1_base64="JVwcv+c7wunr1u5x4zQenijKnAA=">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</latexit>

Internal structure is essential!



Towards Higgs precision era

- Refinement of vC/TC≿1 is necessary.

vC/TC ≿ 1
- gauge-dependence
- renormalization scale dependence
- More proper temperature is 

nucleation temperature TN.

- “1” is a just rough number.

- Depends on sphaleron 
profiles (model-dependent). 

- Higgs date is getting more and more precise. 

Theoretical uncertainties

[K. Funakubo, E.S., 2003.13929 (PRD-RC)]

[K. Kainulainen et al, 1904.01329 (JHEP); 

L.Niemi et al, 2005.11332 (PRL), etc]

min <

����
�g

gSM

���� < max
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EWBG-related CPV

- Many CPV sources exist in BSM, and some of them are related to EWBG.
- CPV in CKM matrix is not sufficient.

EWBG-related CP violation

CPV we need:

CPV interactions between the bubble wall (Higgs VEV) and some 
particles (SM fermions or new particles) with masses of O(100) GeV.

(1) Yukawa interactions, (2) Higgs self interactions.

EDMs
VCKM

collider physics
b →sγ, h->ff etc

EWBG

Set of CPV phases

★

★
★



CP-violating Higgs-fermion coupling
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CP-violating Higgs-fermion coupling

Most EWBG scenarios are now in danger.  -> needs suppression mechanism (cancellation) 
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|de| < 1.1⇥ 10�29 e cm
[ACME, Nature 562,355(2018)]

electron EDM receives the strongest bound:

(ACME-II)
h
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new CPV

EWBG after ACME-II



CP-violating Higgs-fermion coupling

Most EWBG scenarios are now in danger.  -> needs suppression mechanism (cancellation) 

Electric Dipole Moment (EDM)

Lhff = �fyfp
2

hf̄(cos CP + i�5 sin CP)f
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However, h(125) can still be a CP mixture state.

<- excluded by LHC
1212.6639 (CMS), 1307.1432 (ATLAS)

 CP = 0 ! h is pure CP-even

 CP = ⇡/2 ! h is pure CP-odd
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|de| < 1.1⇥ 10�29 e cm
[ACME, Nature 562,355(2018)]

electron EDM receives the strongest bound:

(ACME-II)
h
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new CPV

EWBG after ACME-II

*Models that have only 1 CPV phase -> no cancellation mechanism.
e.g., Z2-2HDMs (type I, II, etc) 



mH = mA = mH± = 500 GeV, c��↵ = 0.1

No Z2 symmetry -> extra Yukawa couplings exist (ρij  ∈ ℂ)

Re⇢ee = �r

✓
�e

�t

◆
Re⇢tt,

Im⇢ee = �r

✓
�e

�t

◆
Im⇢tt
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required by 

EWBG 

|ρtt|>O(0.01-1)

|ρee/ρtt| is SM like if r=O(1).

- cancellation occurs at r=O(1)

ACME-III (future)

EDM cancellation in general 2HDM
K. Fuyuto, W.-S. Hou, E.S., 1705.05034 (PLB); 1910.12404 [PRD-RC]

Extra top Yukawa coupling ρtt is responsible for baryogenesis

- Collider probes of CPV Higgs Yukawa 

couplings play a complementary role. 

ATLAS-CONF-2022-016t = 0.83+0.30
�0.46,  CP = 11�+55�

�77� ATLAS
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t cos CP 2 (0.86, 1.26), t sin CP 2 (�1.07, 1.07), CMS
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2208.02686

cancellation region
top-driven EWBG

is still viable!



Summary and Outlook
- No EWBG possibility in SM and MSSM. 

constraint by experimentsmodel dependent

strong 1st-order EWPT
constraints on sub-TeV new particle spectrum
min < deviations from SM in Higgs couplings < max

EWBG-related CPV electron EDM, h→ff  , b→sγ, etc

Now   LHC, ACME, Belle are probing EWBG possible regions.
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Summary and Outlook
- No EWBG possibility in SM and MSSM. 

- EWBG verification keeps going on, and most scenarios would be tested by future 
experiments if theoretical uncertainties are under control. 

constraint by experimentsmodel dependent

strong 1st-order EWPT
constraints on sub-TeV new particle spectrum
min < deviations from SM in Higgs couplings < max

EWBG-related CPV electron EDM, h→ff  , b→sγ, etc

Now   LHC, ACME, Belle are probing EWBG possible regions.
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Backup



In softly-broken Z2-2HDMs: 8 parameters = {m1,-3,λ1-5, λ6=λ7=0}

Higgs fields

Higgs potential

Parameters

tan� = v2/v1, (v =
p

v21 + v22 ' 246 GeV)
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↵: mixing angle between h and H
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2 Higgs doublet model (2HDM)

* if CP is conserved.mh, mH , mA, mH± , M2 = m2
3/(sin� cos�)
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- Unlike Z2-2HDM, no tanβ dependence.
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CP-even CP-odd
125 GeV Higgs

�i =
p
2mfi/v,
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⇢ij : 3⇥3 complex matrices
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Yukawa interactions in g2HDM
Up-type Yukawa couplings:

In the mass eigenbasis 

- ρij  are generally complex. ρij  ∈ ℂ ⇒ CPV ⇒ Baryogenesis!! 

- EWBG by ρtt (t-EWBG), ρbb (b-EWBG), ρττ (τ-EWBG), etc.

general (no Z2 sym.)
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Heavy Higgs loops can enhance E.
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Non-decoupling heavy Higgs bosons play a central role in enhancing E.

non-decoupling

decoupling

1st-order phase transition

& 1

- Thermal potential driven 1st-order PT -



- Strong 1st-order EWPT leads 

to large deviation in λhhh.

[Kanemura, Okada, E.S., PLB606,(2005)361]

λhhh-EWPT correlation in 2HDM
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Figure 1: Contour plot of !!hhh/!hhh and "C/TC in the 2HDM.

1

strong 1st-order EWPT

��hhh

�hhh
= 3� � 1
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3� 2
⇢

(�11, 17) (CMS)
(�8.2, 13.2) (ATLAS)
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1807.04873
1806.00408

- Non-decoupling loop effect

is the origin of the enhancement.

- Heavy Higgs boson masses have to

be sub TeV due to unitarity and/or

perturbativity. 
current experimental bounds

More detailed studies can be bound at Basler et al 1711.04097 (JHEP), Bernon et al, 1712.08430 (JHEP).



Pheno. consequences of vc/Tc≿1

µ�� =

⇢
1.18+0.17

�0.14 (CMS)
0.99+0.15

�0.14 (ATLAS)

1804.02716

1802.04146

- Power correction!! (*log corrections are absorbed into mh.)

~ alignment limit version: hVV, hff=SM-like ~

14

1. Probe by the Higgs coupling constants

Which Higgs coupling constants can deviate from the SM values depend on the mech-

anisms of the strong first-order EWPT discussed in the previous section. Basically, the

thermal loop-driven EWPT induce the significant deviations of the loop-induced couplings

such as the Higgs-gluon-gluon and Higgs-gamma-gamma, and also the triple Higgs boson

coupling. For the tree potential driven EWPT, on the other hand, the deviations would

appear in the Higgs-gauge-gauge, Higgs-fermion-fermion, and again the triple Higgs boson

coupling.

We first discuss the e!ects of the charged Higgs bosons on µ!! . In the 2HDM with the

alignment limit [sin(! !") = 1], the lightest Higgs boson (h) coupling to the charged Higgs

bosons takes the form

L = vghH+H!hH+H!, ghH+H! = !2mH±

v2

!
1! M2

m2
H±

"
. (45)

Here, we drop O(m2
h/m

2
H±) term in ghH+H! which is irrelevant in the following discussion.

With this, the decay width of h " ## at one-loop level may be cast into the form

"(h " ##)2HDM =
"2
emm

3
h

256$3v2
|ASM +AH± |2, (46)

where ASM = !6.49 and

AH± =

!
1! M2

m2
H±

"
%H±

#
1! %H±f(%H±)

$
, (47)

with %H± = 4m2
H±/m2

h. Noting that f(%) # 1/% + 1/(3% 2) in the large % limit, µ!! is then

simplified to

µ!! =

%%%%1 +
1

3ASM

!
1! M2

m2
H±

"%%%%
2

=

%%%%1 +
&iv2

3ASMm2
H±

%%%%
2

. (48)

where in the second equality we use

m2
H± = M2 ! 1

2
(&4 + &5)v

2 $ M2 + &iv
2. (49)

It should be noticed that the sign of the deviation depends on the sign of &i. For M2 > 0,

the sign of &i could be negative which is the same as that of ASM, leading to the positive

deviation. However, this case might cause an instability of the Higgs potential (for detail,

see Chapter ???.).

h -> 2 gammas: [I.Ginzburg, M.Krawczyk, P.Osland, hep-ph/0211371]

µ�� '

8
>>><

>>>:

����1 +
1

3ASM

����
2

' 0.9 for M2 ⌧ �̃iv2,
�����1 +

�̃iv2

3ASMm2
H±

�����

2

for M2 & �̃iv
2.
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hhh coupling:

nH,A = 1 and nH± = 2

[S. Kanemura, S. Kiyoura, Y. Okada, E.S., C.-P. Yuan, PLB558 (2003) 157]

3h =
�hhh

�SM
hhh

'

8
>>>><

>>>>:

1 +
X

�=H,A,H±

c�
12⇡2

m4
�

m2
h
v2

for M2 ⌧ �̃iv2,

1 +
X

�=H,A,H±

c�
12⇡2

(�̃iv2)3

m2
h
v2m2

�

for M2 & �̃iv2.
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- Correction is positive.



t-EWBG with ρee ≠0

- ACME-II may indicate

- BAU-favored regions

revive!!

2σ allowed region of dThOdThO = de + ↵ThOCS
<latexit sha1_base64="1etKWnTz65nmD8XIyO9rsyWXmkU=">AAACEnicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevQyGARFCDMq6EUI5uLNiNkgCUNPT03SpGehu0YMQ77Bi7/ixYMiXj1582/sLAeT+KDg8V4VVfXcWHCFlvVjLCwuLa+sZtay6xubW9u5nd2aihLJoMoiEcmGSxUIHkIVOQpoxBJo4Aqou73S0K8/gFQ8CivYj6Ed0E7Ifc4oasnJHXtO2kJ4xLTSvR0MrjwHTlpUxF06pZeceyeXtwrWCOY8sSckTyYoO7nvlhexJIAQmaBKNW0rxnZKJXImYJBtJQpiynq0A01NQxqAaqejlwbmoVY804+krhDNkfp3IqWBUv3A1Z0Bxa6a9Ybif14zQf+ynfIwThBCNl7kJ8LEyBzmY3pcAkPR14QyyfWtJutSSRnqFLM6BHv25XlSOy3YZwXr7jxfvJ7EkSH75IAcEZtckCK5IWVSJYw8kRfyRt6NZ+PV+DA+x60LxmRmj0zB+PoFYb6eiA==</latexit>

- Dangerous diagrams are 

cancelled by nonzero ρee.

����
⇢ee
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���� '
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dEXP

ThO
= (4.3± 4.0)⇥ 10�30 e cm
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 sufficient BAU



BAU-related CPV also show up in B physics

�AEXP
CP = (+3.69± 2.65± 0.76)%
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Experimental constraint
S. Watanuki, A.Ishikawa et al. [Belle Collaboration], 

PRD99, 032012 (2019)  [1807.04236].

Some EWBG scenarios can be probed by this ΔACP measurement even when 

eEDM is accidentally suppressed.

�ACP ⌘ AB�!X�
s � �AB0!X0

s�
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CP asymmetry

ACP =
�(B ! Xs�)� �(B ! Xs�)

�(B ! Xs�) + �(B ! Xs�)
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E.g. b → sγ in general 2HDM

b
<latexit sha1_base64="eeqr3IyxsFHJC91rUlSr7WgSzDs=">AAAC0XichZFLTxsxEMed7QOaPoD22ItFUqmXhl1Aao+ovfTIK4CUjdCsdwLW+iXb2yZabVX1yrV8Gb5Jv02dTRAQUDuSpb/+87NnxpMZwZ2P4z+t6NHjJ0+Xlp+1n794+Wplde31kdOlZdhnWmh7koFDwRX2PfcCT4xFkJnA46z4Ms0ff0PruFaHfmJwKOFM8RFn4IO1l52uduJe3AS9L5K56JB57J6uta7SXLNSovJMgHODJDZ+WIH1nAms22np0AAr4AwHQSqQ6IZV02lN3wUnpyNtw1GeNu7tGxVI5yYyC6QEf+4Wc1Pzodyg9KNPw4orU3pUbFZoVArqNZ2OTXNukXkxCQKY5aFXys7BAvPhc9qpwu9MSwkqr9LcCair1EwnApEWaNWHpLeFY7rxo76LFg1a/JMxs+dkpsdV13Sv2QTH3Y1uvQCXt+HyP/B+A+9fQ5sPVc9R3MxSh20ni7u9L442e8lWL97b7ux8nu99mbwl6+Q9SchHskO+kl3SJ4wguSC/yWV0EE2in9GvGRq15nfekDsRXfwFotHjZw==</latexit>

s
<latexit sha1_base64="l6fey5LAh+lagJSC6hKBMfKLvAw=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="TlJiMnudXOodZJzcPufTRURsf1Q=">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</latexit>

H
±

<latexit sha1_base64="c76SfS02+ey9ny6LCxd417j4R08=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="Wyr183DvYjsekFyVh8Bp331RHE8=">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</latexit>

new CPV

CPV in b->s+gamma
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